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link between convex ordering and ltd ordering

YILMAZ MEHMET AND TUNCER YALÇIN

Abstract. Two new characterizations of left tail decreasing (LTD) ordering 
for bivariate distributions wjth the identical marginals are given. Some proper- 
ties of this ordering are discussed by using new characterization. Some compar- 
isons of convex ordering and LTD ordering are made, along with applications 
to order statistics and Farlie- Gumbel- Morgerstern family of distributions.

1. INTRODUCTIONConvexity is a usefııl property to compare two real-valued functions, since func- tions with such a property protrude at end points of the interval on which they are defined. The notion of one function being convex relative to another is first introduced by Hardy et al. (1934). On the other hand, Chan et al. (1985) have utilized Hardy et al.'s ideas in a univariate statistical theory. Yihnaz and Tuncer (2004) have made to carry this ordering notion över to bivariate case.For the purpose, we consider J^c(Fx)jPy) that represents a bivariate family of continuous and increasing distribution functions with the identical marginals Fx and Fy. Also, D is assumed to denote a subset of such as {y : Fy^y) > 0} and also K. = {P n 3Î2} is given. For the pair {X, F) jointly distributed as F(a;, y) e Fc the conditional distribution of X given By = {F < y} is defined on /C as the point function = P(.X <x\By) = FBy{x), 01 shortly FyÇz).Let Fo{x,y) = Fx{x')Fy{y) denote the independence case for the family Fc- Since Fq İs unique in Fc.t it can be viewed as reference point and the distributions that belong the family can be ordered according to their positions relative to this reference point. This undoubtedly will also aUow determination of dependence within the family.The purpose of this note is to give new characterization of left tail decreasing (LTD) ordering introduced by Averous and Bernadet (2000) and to compare with convex ordering.The characterizations of LTD ordering are presented in Section 2, some proper- ties are also described. LTD ordering and convex ordering are compared in Section 3. Some dependence concepts are detected by using notion of convex ordering which is stronger than LTD ordering. Illustrative examples appear in section 4 to show the relation betvzeen convex ordering and LTD ordering.
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28 YILMAZ MEHMET AND TUNCER YALÇIN2. CHARACTERIZATION OF LTD ORDERİNGWell known bivariate positive dependence notion is the left tail decreasing (LTD) concept introduced by Esary and Proschan (1972). Given a bivariate random vec- tor (X, Y), they defined A to be left tail decreasing in Y if P (A < a | Y < y) is decreasing in y. Averous and Bernadet (2000) extended this concept by analogy with the work of CapĞraâ and Genest (1990); let Fyiy stand for Fy' o Fy^ with
y <y' where Fysupport for ali y, then

F is LTD

İS the inverse function. If Fy is continuous and increasing on its
<=> 'İy<y''ix Fy'{x'} < Fy{x)Vy < y' VO < u < 1 Fy'y{u) < u.Accordingiy, they defined LTD ordering for two arbitrary bivariate distribution functions.

F <LTD G Vy < y VO < U < 1 Gy'yÇu) < Fy>y{u).The stronger notion of positive dependence ordering is stochastic increasing (SI), or positive regression dependence (PRD) ordering. An extension of this ordering is presented by Yanagimoto and Okamoto (1969); F <sı G, if holds F~^{u | a') >
F (d I a;) implies G (u | a;') > G {u | x} for any a' a; and 0the other hand, Hollander et al. (1987) proposed that F u, V 1. On

G if and only if
Pf(,X < a i Y = y) — Pg{X < a | Y = y) is non decreasing in y for ali a. These lead us to propose new characterizations of LTD ordering by analogy. Following lemma which is the first result of this note gives an alternative form of the LTD ordering.
Lemma 2.1. Let F and G S Fc{Fx, Fy) then F <ltd G if and only if

for ali y, y' x, x' with y

Gy{x'}>Fy{x}^Fy'{x}>Gy'{x'}

<y'-

Proof. (Sufficiency). Suppose that there exist y
Fy'y(u} Gj,'j;(u) and if a;' = Gy^{u} and y' and 0 < u < 1 such thatFj,'(a) < Gy.(x').(Necessity). Suppose that Fj,(a) = u VO <X = Fy then Gj,(a') = Fj^(a) and

u < 1 i.e, X = Fy^Çu), thereby
Gy{,x') > u i.e, x' > Gy^{u) such that Gy{x') > Gyiy{u) where Fy'{x) > Gy'{x'} >
^y'y{'^')- Hence Fy'yÇu) > Gy'y{u}. □
Lemma 2.2. Under the same assumption above lemma, F <ltd G Fy{x) — 
Gy{x) is non decreasing in y for ali a.
Proof. Prom the above lemma, if F <£71) G then Fj/(a) — G3;(a') < 0 => Fîz'(a:) —
Gy'{x') > 0 holds for ali y y' and a,a'. Hence for a = x', Fy{x} — GyIF} <
Fy'{x} — Gy'{x'). Necessity part is similar.
Proposition 1. For any F & Fc, F is LTD if and only if, Fo <ltd F-

□

Proof. F is LTD then Fy'{x') < Fy{x} for ali y, y' a with y y'. Hence Fy'y{u) <
u = Fo^ı^Çu) = Fy^Fy^u)'), Fo <ltd F. Similarly, Fo <LrD F then Fy(a') >■^Y(y) Fy'{x'} < FyÇy), it follows that Fy'(a') < Fy{x'} for ali y y' and x'. □

Proposition 2. Let F and G S Fc, then F <ltd G implies G is more positively 
quadrant dependent than F, i.e F <pqd G.
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Proof. For any F € Fc, F is a non decreasing function of each argument, namelyF(a;',y')—F{x',y')—F{x,y'')+F{x,y') > 0 holds for ali a; x' and y
Fy{x} and Fyt{x') > Gy'{x'} exist for ali y <y' and x, x'. Assume that xî/'. Gy{x'} >

x' thenF(a;',2/') — F{x\y'} — G{x',y'} + G{x',y) > 0, under the same margins condition,limiting j/' OO, Um — G{x',y'\ = 0 then G{x',y} — F{x',y'\ > 0 henceı'—»rtoî/'-»OO
G{x',y} > F{x',y') for ali (a;',y), i.e F <pqd G. □3. CONVEX ordering VERSUS ltd orderingBefore stating the results in this section we give the definition of the convex ordering introduced by Yilmaz and Tuncer (2004) for bivariate distribution functions. Let F,G Ç. Fc, then for any y € D, we accordingiy define </>y(f) = Fy o Gy^(t) : [0,1] —> [0,1]. If the function (fyit) convex on (0,1) for some y e D, then Fy is said to be more convex relative to Gy and is shortly expressed as Fy > Gy. Similarly, if the function (j^yft} convex. on (0,1) for ali y e D, it is denoted aıs Ft> G-p. Following lemma is the first result for detecting LTD dependence.
Lemma 3.1. For any F € Fc, if Fq.,^ Fp then Y is LTD in X.

Proof. Recall that a function convex (concave) if and only if, its inverse is concave(convex). Thus is concave on (0,1). Henceincreasing in t, i.e, FyF-\t) 
t

t
iıs non

t' , for ali t, t' € (0,1) with t t'. By setting
x' then the latter inequality can be rewritten as

W)Fx(x) - Fx{x'y (3.1)using definition of Fy{x) = (3-1) implies Fx{y') > Fx>{y} îoı ali x,x' ywith a; x'. □In the next lemma, we obtain the strongest notion of positive dependence which is cailed totaUy positive of order two {TP2) introduced by Karlin (1968). It is em- phasized that PQD, LTD {RTI) and SI (PRD), well known positive dependence concepts, are exhibited since F is TP2 (Barlow and Proschan (1975), pp. 143).
Lemma 3.2. For any F E Fc, if Fy' Fy for ali y 
and F is LTD.

y'j y^y' F is TP2

Proof. FyiyÇu) is convex on (0,1) with Fy/y(0) = 0 and Fy/y^l} = 1. Hence
< u for ali u & [0,1], i.e, F is LTD. Purthermore, F„'y(u) 

uin u. Since is increasing and continuous Fy ^(u) = x
is non decreasing

X < x' can be taken, then Fy(x)

and Fy ^(u') = x',can be written. It follows that
F{x',y')F{x,y'} < F{x', y')F{x, y) is satisfied for ali x 
i.e F is TP2.

x' and y y', {x,y) € 5R2, 
□Following lemma gives a relation between two ordering concepts;

Lemma 3.3. For any F,G & Fc, Ft> G-d implies F <pqd G and F <ltd G.

Proof. (fyÇt') — FyGy^ft) is convex for ali y € D, then ((>y(t') < t, since (fy(0) = 0 and 0y(l) = 1. Using continuity of Gy^Çt), take G“^(t) = x hence Fy{x) < Gy^F). This implies F{x, y) < G{x,y) for ali {x,y) £ ^2-



30 YILMAZ MEHMET AND TUNCER YALÇINProof of second part is similar to proof of lemma 3; if Fp Gp then is non decreasing in x. Hence can be obtained. Recalling the firstlemma, F <ltd G G^Çy') > => F^ıÇy) > Gx'{ii'} Vx
y = y'

1 y^y' then for
’ Gx{y) — 1Consequently, F <ltd G.

G^İV) > 1 can be written, which implies GAy) - G^,{y)-□
Remark 3.4. X LTD in K and V LTD in X differ ffom each other. If one holds, the other does not need to hold. 4. ApplicationsThere are two applications, the first illustrated by Averous and Bernadet (2000) is given for univariate case, the second is given for bivariate case;This can be viewed as an illustration from the theory of order statistics, con- sider two random samples Aı, A2, A„ and Yi, Y^,..., Yn from univariate distributions F and G, respectively. If X(^i-^ and Y(i) denote i th smallest order statistic from their respective sample, let K{x,y') and H{x, y) stand for the distributions of (A(i), X^^n)) and (1^(1), ¥(„)), respectively. It is then straightforward to prove that

F^G=^G^rhF^H <ltd Kwhere 24). "-<rZı" denotes reversed hazard order (see Shaked and Shanthikumar, pp.
T

Ky{x} = Pp < X I X(n) < î/) = 1 - 1 - a; < y^(2/)J ’and 
n

Hy{x) = Pg {Y(1) < X I y(n) < y) = 1 - 1 - G(y)J ’ a: s yare defined. Hence
and

F{y} 
F{y'}

g(ı/) 
G{y'}

y <y'-

F G =4> G -<rh F- = FG ^(t) is convex on (0,1) then, is non decreasing
F(y’) 
G(y') f y <y\ can be rewritten as

G^J'} G{y)
F{y'} - F{yywhich gives us G -<rh. F.

G -<rh. F H -<ltd F. By using the latter inequality, we can also rewrite thatHence Ky/y{u) < Hy'y(u). Similarly, H -^ltd K => G -<rh F.Let F and G be continuous and increasing on their supports and belong to FGMfamily of distributions, where
F{x,y}
G{x,y)

Fx{x}FY{y} [1 + a (1 - Fx(a;)) (1 - Fy(y))]
Fx{x)FY{y) [1 + /3 (1 - Fx{x)) (1 - Fy(y))],

n— 1 1 (l-(l-u)") ,

n(^1 - (1 - u)" ) ,



link between convex ordering and ltd ordering 31with a, P € [—1,1]. Fa and Fp stand for conditional distribution functions with {y < j/}, t.e..
then for ali

F„(x) = Fx{x) [1 + a (1 - Fx{x)) (1 - Fy(2/))] 
Fp{x} = Fx(x) Fx{x)) (1 - Fy(jz))].a. Fa Fp imphes F G.For 0, can be obtained as

= FaFp^{t) =
k,

t[l + Â:a(l - t)]

[^1 + kp —!^t4- k(x)

, I3 = Q 'where ki = i {1 — Fy^y}), i = a,/3 and △ = (1 + — ^kpt. Obviously, iscontinuous and twice differentiable function of t, so that > 0. Hence 0^(f)is convex, i. e, Fa Fp. From Lemma 5, this implies F <ltd G. If someone wantsto desired result, Fx'x{u} and Ga;,x(w) defined as
u 1-Fx(x')

U

+ a(Fx(a:') -Fx(x)) [
2Tn2

] ,a/0 ,0 = 0and
k^^ + Ş{Fx{x'}-Fx{x)) 
u

,18/0
where rrii = i (1 — Fx{x)') and Af = (1 -)- TOj)^ — ArriiU, i = a,p. Let standfor Fx'x — Gı'x, then Hı'sÇO) = 0 and ffx'x(l) = 0. There are only two roots of
/fx'x for ali a,/? and x,x'. Stationary point of Hx'x{,u) is u’€ [0,1]. This point is unique for fixed o, and a: and* — i 4. (a4-ia)(l-Fx(g)) 

' — 2 4 ’
< o,

U

umaKİmizes Hx'x{iJ'}. Therefore Hx'x{U') is positive on [0,1]. Hence follows the result.
ÖZET:Bu çalışmada, ortak marjinallere sahip iki boyutlu dağılımlar için 
tanımlanmış olan sol kuyruktan azalan bağımlılık sıralaması için iki yeni 
karakterizasyon verilmiştir. Bu yeni karakterizasyonların özellikleri be
lirtilmiş, bazı konveks dönüşümler yardımı ile bu bağımlılık sıralaması 
ile konveks sıralama arasındaki ilişkiden uygulamalı örnekler verilerek 
bahsedilmiştir.
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